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While battery power makes any power tool more con-
venient, with a router cutting the cord improves safety 
and cut quality, too. Without the troublesome tether 

dragging behind and catching on corners, your pace and your 
path are steadier, and you can focus your hands and eyes on the 
work. The perks are especially apparent on a trim router, a tool 
built for agility and control that can still stand up to most router 
tasks shy of full-size mortises and big molding profiles. 

There are five such cordless routers on the market today, and 
while all performed well under my tests, not all of these tools 
were created equal.

Cordless Trim Routers

Everything you love in a  
compact router, without the cord

B y  A s A  C h r i s t i A n A

Run time is not a factor
As far as real-world applications go, the tools’ batteries are so 
robust that I recommend going with smaller ones with less capac-
ity. As with many cordless tools, you have your pick of battery 
sizes based on the amount of amp-hours (run time) packed into 
each. Worried a little about the routers’ stamina, I went with big 
batteries, between 5 and 6 amp/hr. These were overkill. They 
gave the routers so much run time that I got tired before they 
did. After routing a deep molding profile in 144 ft. of hard maple 
(that’s 24 6-ft.-long boards), even the Bosch, the model with the 
lowest voltage, was still going strong. The big batteries also had 

Tool TesT
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an immediately obvious downside—they made the routers top-
heavy—which was especially noticeable on narrow edges. Luckily, 
I also had smaller batteries for most of the routers. These improved 
balance without sacrificing power. A large shopmade base could 
help too. In fact, some of these routers suffer from undersize 
bases, so I’d consider making my own base for them regardless 
of the battery I was using.

Even with its smallest power packs, every router was still able 
to cut that deep profile along at least 60 ft. of hard maple with a 
single charge. So for most people, I recommend smaller batter-
ies. You’ll get the same power, plenty of run time, plus  excellent 

CONTROL
To check balance and 
control on a narrow 
surface, Christiana ran a 
flush-trimming test. Top 
honors went to routers 
with larger bases and 
lower centers of gravity. 

VISIBILITY
You shouldn’t rout where 
you can’t see. To test 
the LEDs on the routers 
that have them and the 
overall visibility on all, 
Christiana routed a hinge 
mortise with each tool, 
working freehand up to a 
set of scribe lines. 

BIT ADJUSTMENT
Ideally, a router should 
be able to handle micro 
and macro adjustments 
equally well, and lock any 
setting securely in place. 

BIT CHANGES
The bases should be easy 
to remove and reattach, 
the locking nut should 
turn freely until it cinches 
down tight, and the 
motors should be easy 
to hold. All of the routers 
have spindle locks. 

POWER
To test power and run 
time, Christiana made a 
series of fast, deep cuts 
with a 3⁄8-in. roundover 
bit, trading out bits to 
eliminate dullness as a 
factor. 

THe FeATURes THAT MATTeR
Battery life proved to be a non-issue—even the smaller 
batteries had ample run time. So Christiana tested these 
cordless routers just as if they were corded.
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BOSCH GKF12V-25N 12V MAX EC

Price: $150 for bare tool; $203 for tool 
plus 2Ah battery and charger
Power: Good
Cut visibility: Very good
Control: Excellent
Bit changes: Excellent
Depth adjustment: Very good

The Bosch’s compact, curvy shape and 

long base give it unmatched control. 

At the same time, its brushless 12-volt 

motor is capable and smooth, slowing 

only on the heaviest test cut. Better 

yet, because of its batteries’ small size, 

this is the only router that doesn’t trade 

balance and handling for run time. Its 

base is the most open by far. It doesn’t 

have LEDs, but it doesn’t need them.

The spindle lock is hands-free. Depth 

changes are quick and precise, though 

the fine-adjustment wheel can be a 

little hard to spin when the base gets 

close to the motor. 

DEWALT DCW600B 20V MAX XR

Price: $180 for bare tool; $314 for tool 
plus 2Ah battery and charger
Power: Excellent
Cut visibility: Excellent
Control: Very good
Bit changes: Fair
Depth adjustment: Excellent

Equipped with the standard fixed base, 

this smooth, powerful router felt very 

solid and stable. It also benefits from 

the excellent depth-adjustment system 

used on all of DeWalt’s fixed-base 

routers. For visibility, it has two LEDs 

that flood the work zone.

My only quibble is that bit changes 

are somewhat troublesome. The base 

is a little sticky going off and on, and 

the motor can be hard to hold firmly on 

the bench with the same hand that’s 

holding down the spindle lock, while 

you turn the single wrench with the 

other. 

MAKITA XTR01Z 18V LXT

Price: $130 for bare tool; $228 for tool 
plus 2Ah battery and charger
Power: Excellent
Cut visibility: Excellent
Control: Good (with standard fixed base)
Bit changes: Excellent
Depth adjustment: Fair

The Makita had the strongest, smooth-

est motor. It’s also the only one to in-

clude both 1⁄4- and 3⁄8-in.-dia. collets. 

Unfortunately, the standard fixed 

based is too small, making the tool 

feel a little top-heavy on narrow edges. 

One other slight drawback is the 

depth adjuster, which is simple and 

positive but slides too easily when 

unlocked, making precise changes 

difficult. On the plus side, the base 

comes off quickly for bit changes, with 

two wrenches offering strong, positive 

torque. The two LEDs under the base 

are very effective.

Cordless trim routers, head to head
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control—the main advantage of a trim 
router in the first place. The exception is 
the Bosch, whose 6-amp/hr battery is so 
small it has little to no effect on that tool’s 
excellent balance. 

Tough tests divide the pack
With run-time a non-issue for common 
tasks, the tests came down to balance 
and control, visibility, bit adjustments and 
changes, and power. I checked quality of 
cut too, but all the routers performed equal-
ly well. I also didn’t weigh whether a router 
had adjustable speed. Trim routers work 
best with smaller bits, so having adjustable 
speed, a benefit with large bits, was moot.

The verdict
The Bosch, DeWalt, and Makita routers are 
standout performers. I recommend these 
without reservation. In choosing among 
them, consider that you can save serious 
cash by buying the bare tool (without a 
battery or charger) that matches the batter-
ies you already own. As to the Ridgid and 
Ryobi routers, they work well enough but 
have more downsides.   □

Asa Christiana is a woodworker and freelance 
writer in Portland, Ore.

A plunge base is 
worth considering
On the DeWalt and the Makita routers, 
you have the option of additional bases, 
which fit their corded and cordless 
models alike. The most useful is a 
plunge base, letting you ease into 
mortising and inlay cuts. Both tools 
offer excellent plunge bases with all of 
the common features, such as multiple 
depth stops, a smooth plunge-lock 
lever, and fine adjustment. As for other 
worthwhile add-ons, edge guides are 
available for all five routers. Some 
come standard, and some not.

RIDGID R86044B

Price: $120 for bare tool; $140 for kit 
including 2Ah battery and charger
Power: Good
Cut visibility: Very good
Control: Good (with standard base)
Bit changes: Good
Depth adjustment: Excellent

The Ridgid is a mixed bag. On the 

plus side, the single LED is well-

placed, battery changes are very easy, 

and the depth adjuster is excellent, 

making large moves quickly and small 

ones precisely. However, despite its 

brushless motor, the Ridgid stalled 

when pushed on the toughest cut. It 

also vibrated too much. This didn’t 

affect cut quality but made the base 

less stable on freehand cuts. 

The router is too large for the two 

small bases, round and square, 

included with it. This makes it feel a 

little wobbly on narrow edges. 

RYOBI P601 18V ONE+ 

Price: $74 for bare tool; $130 for kit 
including 1.3Ah battery and charger
Power: Very good
Cut visibility: Fair
Control: Fair (with standard base)
Bit changes: Fair
Depth adjustment: Excellent

The Ryobi cut well, and vibration wasn’t 

an issue. Its excellent depth adjuster is 

identical to the one on the Ridgid.

The main downside of the Ryobi is 

how tippy it gets as the batteries get 

bigger. Combined with a small base, 

this makes the router harder to control 

on narrow edges. 

Bit changes are relatively easy, but 

the base is a little tricky to remount, 

leading to a “fair” rating overall. Last, 

while the Ryobi has one LED under 

the base, it’s placed poorly (at least for 

righties), opposite the leading edge of 

most cuts.
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